ABSTRACT. Using some previous results of the author and Kirk-SchDneberg, theorems for the existence and uniqueness of an absolutely continuous solution of a singular boundary value .problem for neutral equations have been proved.
INTRODUCTION.
The aim of the present paper is to obtain conditions for the existence and uniqueness of an absolutely continuous solution of a singular boundary value problem for neutral equations, using the results due to Angelov [1] and Kirk-Schneberg [2] .
Let us state the singular boundary value problem: we look for an absolutely continuous solution y(t) of the initial value problem y'Ct) X(,t, [YCai(t)) ]m y., where y.. is given, ttere the unknown function y(t) and the parameter take values in some Banach space B with a norm I!., and [y(a i (t)) ]m i=l (y(a (t)) ,... ,y(a re(t)))
(Y'(I (t)),...,y'(Tn(t))). 
We shall formulate the results of Kirk-SchDneberg [2] in order to apply them to our problem. Let X and Y be complete metric spaces. 
